Dressing Down (Hard)  Christopher Shaw

ACROSS
1. Bluster
5. Gibson and Stottlemyre
9. Sophisticated wordplay
14. Without land in sight, perhaps
15. Manganese and lead
16. Slugger Hank
17. Gameday attire for an NBA coach
20. DHL alternative
22. Young Hollywooder
26. Neighborhoods in Sammy Sosa's hometown
30. Sharon and the Little Mermaid
31. Large subtropical rodent
32. Deg. held by Shaq
33. Slow march, for instance
34. Advanced trig function
35. Tippy top
36. Gameday attire for an MLB coach
39. Hard work
40. ___-Rooter
41. Ventricle counterparts
43. Will Ferrell vehicle of 2003
44. Prohibition supporters
45. Sport where jumps earn points
46. Greek word meaning varied
48. Midlevel nobility
49. ___ Lingus
50. Tiresias of Thebes, for instance
51. Gameday attire for an NFL coach
59. A trip to Elba, for instance
60. "The Seven Year ___"
61. Locale
62. Push back
63. The old you?
64. Amount owed

DOWN
1. Laugh riot
2. Bat material, often
3. Expos pitcher Charlie who threw a no-hitter in 1981
4. Hammer and anvil site
5. Santana and Randy
6. Spew lava
7. They often come with an aloha
9. Eastern discipline
10. Fictional Korean War soldier O'Reilly
11. Mote
12. Pounded taro root dish
13. End of a benz?
18. Fisherman's reel, essentially
19. Geronimo's group
22. "What a ___ little man"
23. Magnet with three force directions
24. Cargo carrier
25. Car model hawked by Tiger
26. Duel participant?
27. City on the Northern Italian coast
28. In compliance with
29. Soprano, alto, tenor, or baritone
31. We all have them, as the saying goes
34. Polamalu and Smith
35. Like a neurotic family before Thanksgiving
37. Reason for the pink end of a pencil
38. Kids doing yard word, at times
39. "What evs"
42. "A dog's ___"
44. Ice cream company namesake
45. Pout
47. Elegant flier
48. A lofty goal
50. Rogen who cowrote "Drillbit Taylor"
51. It can be made of rocks
52. Six or 12-string
53. JPG alternative
54. Stephen Colbert quality
55. "If I ___ a million dollars"
56. Anger
57. Yank foe
58. Tit alternative